Shadow, Midnight and Tortishell:
Three New Varieties in the Domestic Rat
by: A. Gangi
In January of 2000, an
unusual rat was born in
my rattery. Her name was
Martine, and she was a
beautiful black Irish rat
whose belly was a silverygrey colour. Martine is
behind a line of rats that I
have primarily sibling
bred for the past four and
a half years, checking for
hidden health issues, and
working
out
the
inheritance of several
new colour traits. Now
that I am secure in the line’s overall health, and have a
clearer understanding of the colours, I am starting to
introduce new bloodlines as well as making these rats
available to other serious breeders.

:: SHADOWS ::
The first new trait that was identified in this line was the
silver bellied black variation, which I have been calling
‘shadow’.[1] A Shadow rat has a non-agouti back, such
as black, chocolate or Russian Blue but the belly colour is
silver; it is essentially an agouti belly on an non-agouti
rat! There is typically some silver-grey around the eyes
and muzzle and there may be some shading along the sides,
blending the belly colour into the top colour. When
shading occurs, close examination usually reveals dull grey
and muddied-yellow bands in the hairs, similar to but
usually darker and more muted than agouti hairs.
When shadow rats have been outcrossed to agouti or
other ticked colours, the shadow effect is not seen in the
ticked offspring. When a shadow rat is outcrossed to a
non-agouti rat with normal belly colour, such as a selfblack or blue, at least half of the resulting offspring have
the shadow effect to some degree (the quality can vary
from dark grey to a bright silvery grey).
The shadow trait can be combined with any non-ticked
colour, but appears best on dark coloured rats so that a
strong contrast between top and belly colour can be seen.
Black shadows, midnight blue shadows and Russian blue
shadows are all very striking. I have had genetically

shadow Siamese and
doves, but the shadow
effect was barely visible
if at all on these rats.
Having bred many
shadow litters with consistent results, I suspect
that this trait is an allele
on the Agouti locus,
which should be listed
between Agouti and nonagouti in order of dominance.
They initially seemed very
similar to the melanistic rats found at the Oklahoma City Zoo
and described by Macy and Stanley.[2] We thought that this
mutation was extinct, but, if this is the melanistic trait re-discovered, then the agouti locus of the fancy rat as we know it
appears as this:
AwAama-

White Bellied Agouti
Agouti
melanistic agouti (shadows)
nonagouti

Thus, a rat that is A/am would appear normal agouti but carry
the shadow effect, hidden. Rats that are am/am or am/a both
display the shadow effect.

:: MIDNIGHT BLUE ::
After a few generations of inbreeding for the shadow trait, an
unusual dark grey colour appeared (the first rat of which was
named Greyson). I have been calling this colour ‘midnight
blue’. This is a very dark colour, between Russian Blue and
Black in intensity. The colour is also more distinctly ‘grey’,
lacking a strong bluish tint, and is very flat and even. The eyes
are black.
Because I knew Russian Blue was in the pedigree, I first assumed
it was a very dark Russian Blue. I have bred a few of these rats
to Russian Blues and have had some black offspring produced
which proves that midnight and Russian Blue are not allelic.
Interestingly, the Macy and Stanley article that mentioned
melanistic rats, described a colour dilution as well, which they
called sand due to how it appeared on an agouti background. I
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have not had opportunity to breed
this line with ticked colours, so I do
not know if a midnight agouti looks
sand or not. I have agouti’s
produced from one of my RussianMidnights outcrossed to an agouti
roan from California, which I will
soon be breeding, and watching for
possible sand offspring. If midnight
blue is the sand mutation, the gene
symbol is ‘sd’.

:: COLOUR MIXES ::
I have breed midnight blue in
combination with some other
colours. Midnight combined with
Russian creates a grainy-looking
grey that is between Russian Blue
and Blue (American or Slate Blue)
in intensity. Midnight Siamese have
dark grey points.
Another colour has appeared which
I am calling caramel; it is a warm
golden colour and can vary greatly.
I’ve not test this with crosses yet,
but I suspect that caramel is a
midnight mink. This is because in
the outcross that Jen Eisenhardt did
with a rat from this line, minks
appeared. I also bred 6H Mazel Tov
to I remember California [3], and had
minks appear; so we know mink is
in the line. If this is the case, then
caramel’s variable appearance
makes sense since mink itself can
range from a very dark shade to pale
lilacs depending on modifiers. The
lightest shades of caramel look
almost like tea with milk while the
darker shades look tan. Caramels
have dark eyes that appear black
with a very slight ruby glow in bright
light.

6H Stone The Crows
Above: Martine is shown in compairson to 6H Giorgio who is a silvered
black. The lighting in the middle photo highlighted the shading. 6H Stone
The Crows has good colouring and is expected to lighten a bit more with age.
He was shown in the New Variety Class at the 2004 Autumn RMFE Show.
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The ‘dark eyed silver’ is a
combination of midnight blue,
Russian blue and another colour,
most likely mink. It is a very subtle,
pale grey colour similar to silver
dove. It has dark eyes. This is an
attractive very pale colour. Like
Pearl, black eyed whites and Russian
doves, the dark eyed silver is a
colour that appeals to pet fanciers
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tri-colour, torti-and-white, and of course,
calico.
I will use tortishell in the rest of this article
unless referring to a specific colour
standard in a species that uses another
word. The standards for some species
prefer one term over another, and other
species, such as cavies, use both, defining each by the way the pattern looks
(clear-cut lines between colours verses
mixing of colours) which is determined
by modifiers, even though the main trait
(that of black and red patches) is genetically the same in both.

who like light colours, but shy from the light eyes. The
following are new midnight-based variations I have produced
in my rattery and am familiar with:
Midnight Blue:
a/a
Caramel (likely) :
a/a
Russian Midnight:
a/a
d/d
Dark Eyed Silver:(likely) : a/a
d/d
Midnight Point Siamese: a/a c h/ch

m/m
m/m

sd/sd
sd/sd
sd/sd
sd/sd
sd/sd

Now that I am starting to introduce new blood lines, I’m
looking forward to seeing the results of combining midnight
blue with other colours. If this is indeed the sand gene, the
effect of combining it with beige or argente (silver fawn) will
be nil as sand is reported to affect only black pigment, not
yellow.

PART TWO: TORTISHELLS
Tortishells, brindles, torbies, calicos, and similar multicoloured varieties are common in many species. A tortishell
animal has patches of two distinct colours on them (white
does not count). One colour is based on yellow pigment, the
other on black pigment; for example, tortishell cats are black
and orange and torbie cats are tabby and orange. Tortishell
or brindled guinea pigs are red and black; Harlequin guinea
pigs are cream and black, and tabby guinea pigs are agouti
and red. Tortishell mice in the United States usually appear
black and agouti, or agouti and yellow. There are brindled
rabbits, dogs, and tortishell hamsters.
Dilutions can be added, such as blue, which fades the black
pigment to blue and the yellow pigment to cream, creating
blue-cream torties. Tortishell animals can have white spotting.
This creates popular varieties in animals which are often called:

Before going further, it is important to note
what tortishells and tortishell-and-white
rats are not. We have long heard of “tri-colour” rats in the
fancy. This may stem from a desire for the variety, which
results in fanciers sometimes seeing something significant
in what is really just a minor fault.
Siamese and merle rats are not tortishells; they do not display patches of yellow and black pigment. Hooded Siamese
(also sometimes called ‘Triamese’) or spotted merles are
likewise not true tortishells. Aurora and bicoloured rats
sometimes have dark patches on them. This is best seen on
cap-stripe marked rats. I have had cap-stripe rats with a light
beige/buff stripe and a dark beige/tan cap, for example. This
is not a true tortishell as these are only different shades of
the same colour.
Sometimes we see rats that appear to be tortishell, but they
cannot reproduce their pattern. The most recent rat known
to the fancy was Solaris, who appeared tortishelled but could
not reproduce his appearance. This is not a new phenomenon.
As early as 1922, Castle described a hooded rat with agouti
and yellow patches. Curtis and Dunning discovered a hooded
blue and black rat [4,5].
There have been other occurrences as well, and these rats,
despite being bred many times, never have any tortishelled
offspring or grandchildren. These rats were mosaics, having
somatic mutations, or possibly chimeras. Mosaics and
Chimeras both have two or more different cell lines. The blue
rat that partway through embryonic development has a
reversion from blue mutation (d) to non-blue (D) appears
blue, black and white but reproduces only as a blue has a
somatic mutation. In Chimera’s the second cell line comes
from a fraternal twin; an embryo that is going to be an agouti
rat fuses with one that is going to be a fawn resulting in a
calico looking rat which reproduces only as an agouti or a
fawn, but not as a tortishell.
In species where tortishell occurs, there are several different
genes that could be at work. In cats for example, the orange
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Above: 6H Oh My Golly was a tortishell and white rat. She was Russian-midnight blue and dark cream (due to dilution
from Russian Blue). 6H Brill of AG is a dark eyed silver. The darker patches in this photo are silver. The lighter patches
are a pale cream. (contrast was increased slightly in the photo for clear black and white printing.)
First published in RMFE’s Rat and Mouse Fancy Report V3 I2, 2003. Text and Images (c) by the author(s) / artist(s).

mutation is on the X chromosome. Because it is sex linked,
we generally only see female calicos. Males are exceedingly
rare; when they do occur, it is usually due to their having two
or more X chromosomes in addition to the Y chromosome;
they are usually sterile. A number of X-linked brindling
mutations also occur in mice, and depending on the allele,
males maybe rare, have unusual appearances (eg: be black
eyed white, have curled fur or whiskers), be sterile, or have
severe health problems.
In some species, tortishell is recessive. In guinea pigs it is an
allele on the extension locus. E is the wild type allele, e is
recessive red and ep is the partial extension, which makes
brindles. Because it is not sex linked, tortishells can be either
male or female.
In mice, there is another recessive and dominant way to create
tortishell. The dominant form is A vy(viable yellow). These
mice are variable in appearance. Some are born yellow. Others
are yellow with black or agouti patches on them. Still others
look agouti- but on close examination are not (they may lack
ticking or the banding may be to thick etc.). [6,7] Dominant
yellow mutations unfortunately have associated obesity,
which is more severe the more yellow there is in the coat.
There is also a recessive mottled agouti am in mice, which
creates solid black, black-and-agouti or entirely agouti-like
animals. Because these mutations occur at the agouti locus
and are not sex linked, both males and females can be
tortishelled.

:: CURRENT TORTISHELL RATS ::
After inbreeding my shadow and midnight blue rats for
several generations, a litter with three unusual rats was born.
These three rats (two males and one female) all appeared
tortishell. For a few generations now, this line has
consistently produced tortishells. It was almost as if the
shadows turned into tortishells, and I was worried for a while
I might loose the shadows (another problem was that my line
had Irish in it which became homozygous (hi/hi ), so that all
my litters were turning out Berkshire, which masked the
shadow effect!). This was not the case though, as I eventually
had a lovely black shadow (6H Stone the Crows) born out of
a tortishell and when outcrossed to a self black, he has
produced several nice shadows.
The tortishell trait in rats is also interesting because it
changes over time. Often, rats appear normal, or shadowed
until they have gone through their first molt. Small yellow
patches may start to be seen (sometimes the first signs take
even longer than first molt). These patches grow in size and
intensity with subsequent molts, until, between 3 to 5 months
of age, you can determine if they are going to be striking
tortishells or not. Some tortishells taper off their changes at
this point. Their patches may continue to grow or intensify
with time, but they remain clearly tortishelled.

These patches are not usually solid orange. Both Tami and I
have noticed that there is often some banding to the hairs in
the orange patches. This is similar to what we see in agouti
animals, but there is no ticking and the actual banding pattern
may vary. In some rats, the hair might be mostly orange with
grey at the base, or mostly black with orange at the tip, or
orange at the base and tip with a greyish band in the middle
and so on.
Tami George and I have both noticed something else that is
very unusual. In some rats, their fur does not stop changing!
RnR Cavier had a black and a chocolate parent, but by the
time he was adult, he appeared to be a silvered cinnamon!
One of my rats, 6H Rattie in the Straw, looked almost Russianmidnight blue agouti by the time he was old and retired.
Most striking was 6H Swannee River who was born dark
eyed silver, but by only one year of age, looked like a cream
with dark eyes. Cait Bordeau, who has worked with rats
since the early 1990’s and judged in both RMCA and RMFE
swore he looked like a too-pale, dark eyed topaz.
These ‘mock-agouti’s’ do not have an agouti (A/-) allele,
and do not produce agouti babies. Their agouti-like pattern
usually looks “off” as well- having little to no ticking, and
the banding pattern on the hairs maybe reversed, or too wide
or narrow.
The only time I have seen animals’ coats change the amount
of yellow or black pigment in them, without loosing intensity
as occurs with some fading and greying genes and not being
temperature related as with the Himalayan mutation, is with
gerbils. In gerbils, we have a recessive mutation at the extension locus, which creates the ‘nutmeg’ gerbil. These gerbils
are born yellow and then develop strong ticking in the coat,
similar to some of the pseudo-agoutis seen in A(vy) mice.
This ticking comes in as distinct patches, so that for a short
while these gerbils almost looked tortishelled. Strange as
the effect is to see in rats, experience tells me it is possible.
I’m corresponding with some gerbil fanciers to see if there is
any research on how and why this mutation acts this way.

:: EXPLORING INHERITANCE ::
Not a Separate A-allele: Obviously, the shadow and the
tortishell traits had something to do with each other. My
first consideration was for either two mutations (different
loci) or two alleles on the same loci (agouti). Since the
tortishells appeared from inbreeding shadows, it would seem
that shadow was dominant to tortishell (lets use an imaginary
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RIGHT: Genogram of Tortishell and Shadow rats tracing
back to Chumley of RnR. Squares = Males. Circles =
Females. Shadow rats have double-weight outline.
Tortishells have double-weight outline and light grey
background. Mock-Agouti’s have a ‘*’. The likely line
of inheritance of the a mo mutation is traced in black.
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symbol here, ato). Thus, my shadows were am/ato and bred
together they produced am/am and am/ato shadows and then
ato/ato brindles. This ceases to make sense when we see that
Stone the Crows, a shadow, was born out of two tortishells!
Another problem with the two-allele theory is that all of my
shadows and tortishells trace back to one female rat that I
obtained from Tami George in Michigan (Rat n Rave Rattery).
She was a Russian blue (and aptly named RnR Blue) who
had a slightly light belly (at the time I thought this was just a
fault, now I believe this was a poor example of the shadow
trait). If she was a shadow and carried tortishell, then all of
her offspring would either have the shadow or the tortishell
trait. She had only two offspring, a self black and a blaze
bicolour black. Since shadow is dominant to non-agouti, I
assume 6H Vladimir was shadowed, but his white spotting
hid it. This means 6H Carmilla, his sister would have to be
ato/a in order to preserve the tortishell trait in my line. She
never exhibited any tortishell effect, so the only way she
could have the allele is if tortishell was recessive to nonagouti. The genogram however demonstrates that tortishell
acts dominantly to non-agouti, even in complete outcrosses.
Tortishell is not likely a separate allele from shadow.
Not a Sex Linked Mutation: Another possibility was that
shadow and tortishell were on separate loci. Since Shadow
was obviously on the Agouti locus, this begged where
Tortishell could be. X-linked tortishell is generally seen as a
dominant or semi-dominant in females and is associated with
lethality, physiological changes, sterility or health problems
in the males. A recessive X mutation was worth considering,
especially since I have had more males appearing than
females. However, if this was the case, when breeding a
tortishell female every male produced from her should have
the tortishell trait. Tortishell females such as RnR Pogo have
done so, and tortishell females, such as 6H Oh My Golly
should not have been possible (Both of Golly’s parents would
have had to carry tortishell, but if her father did, he would
have to display the trait). We likely are not dealing with an
X-link mutation. The gender skew may simply be due to
small sample size. This leaves the Extension locus as a likely
place for a tortishell mutation.
Not an Extension Allele: The extension locus can be thought
of as a flip-flop of the agouti series. We may not have all the
same alleles at the two loci in a given species, but the order
of dominance, going from yellow to black pigment is
essentially reversed. Yellow on the agouti locus is most
dominant, followed by agouti, followed by non-agouti (eg:
black). In species with tortishell alleles on the agouti locus,
we see yellow/agouti tortishells being dominant to Agouti,
while agouti/black tortishells as being recessive to agouti.
The extention series works just the opposite. Here, yellow is
a recessive. Tortishell is usually semi-dominant to yellow
but recessive to the wild type. Alleles that mask the agouti
trait and force the animal to appear non-agouti, are dominant
in the E-series!

We know shadow itself is not part of the E series, because if
it were, it would be at the dominant end and mask the agouti
trait in A/* animals. The opposite appears to be true in our
rat lines- agouti masks shadow. Tortishell, on the other hand,
if on the E-locus, would be recessive. This makes it a bit
more possible for my original rat, RnR Blue to be a shadow,
carrying non-agouti and to carry tortishell (she would then
be am/a E/ep).
However, tortishell in our rat lines cannot be a recessive E
mutation because we have litter results that should be
impossible if it was. For example, Tami outcrossed her
Tortishell rats to unrelated lines (since no recessive extension alleles are known in the fancy to date, its unlikely that
these unrelated, and extensively bred from (Aristorats) lines
would be carrying a recessive extension allele. These crosses
should have resulted in litters entirely non-tortishelled but
carrying the mutation. Yet, in these outcrosses, as well as
similar crosses I bred, Tortishell immediately appeared in this
first generation, behaving as a dominant (on non-agouti
backgrounds).
Shadows and Tortishells, One in the Same: Tortishell is
clearly not an extension allele. It is also not sex linked. It is
most likely an allele of the Agouti Locus.
This leaves us with a quandary. How can tortishell and
melanistic both be alleles on the Agouti locus, both be dominant to non-agouti and recessive to agouti, yet a rat who
carries non-agouti can pass on both tortishell and shadow?
This seemingly would require three alleles when an animal
can only have two!
I suspect what is going on, is that they are the same allele.
This may look strange to fanciers who specialize only in rats.
We are used to calling mutations what they are- The grey
gene (g/g) makes blue rats; we don’t sometimes have g/g
rats who look exactly like a fawn. Nor do Siamese rats (ch/c h)
occasionally decide to look like a perfect pearl merle!
Highly variable mutations however do exist. The tortishell
mutations on the Agouti locus in mice work exactly like this.
In mice, both homozygotes (Avy/Avy) and heterozygotes (Avy/
A and Avy/a) can range from clear yellow, to tortishelled, to a
completely agouti-like coat.. In mice with the mottled (am)
mutation, the mice can appear jet-black, tortishelled, or agouti. In both the Avy and am lines, the variation is influenced
by the other agouti allele carried and the genetics of the line
(especially that of the dam).[8,9,10]
I suspect that the shadow and tortishell traits in rats is due to
one agouti allele that behaves similarly to the am mutation in
mice. This mutation, which I propose be called mottled, with
symbol a mo is recessive to agouti, dominant to non-agouti
and can create a range of appearances- from shadows, to
tortishells to mock-agoutis (and possibly even mock nonagoutis).
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Where It Came From : Tortishell rats have so far been seen
in two ratteries: My own, Sixth Happiness and Tami George’s
Rat n Rave. My line is descended from RnR Blue, who I
obtained from Tami. All of our tortishell rats go back to
Chumley, a rat obtained from a pet shop. Chumley’s colour
was very confusing to fanciers. He appeared to be a pearl,
but when bred with minks, he produced blacks. The closest
description fanciers could come up with and agree on was
that he was an extremely silvered chocolate (he did indeed
breed true for chocolate). I recently asked Tami more about
how she remembered Chumley in light of some of the strange
shadow and tortishell traits we have been seeing. Tami said
she believed he had a silvery-white belly and that he did
develop some orangey patches with age but at the time, she
chalked these up to rusting. Retrospectively, he may have
been shadowed, or even a dilute tortishell.
Tami’s first tortishell, RnR Bungie, traces back to Chumley
through her father RnR Stoli, his father, RnR Dannon and his
mother, RnR Yogurt. Yogurt was an agouti and likely carried
the mottling allele hidden (A/amo). Dannon was also agoutibased and likely had the trait hidden. Stoli was a chocolate

hooded. While he likely wasn’t tortishelled, he very well
could have been a shadow, (amo/-) but the white spotting
masked the trait.
My first shadow rat was 6H Martine. She was out of 6H
Carmilla (self black) and 6H Vladimir (black blazed bicolour).
I suspect that Vladimir was a shadow and his white spotting
masked the trait. Carmilla and Vladimir were siblings from
AR Hale-Bopp, a chinchilla blazed bicolour (Aurora) and RnR
Blue. Blue was a Russian blue who had a light belly. It was
not uncommonly pale, and at the time I thought this was
simply a colour fault. Retrospectively, I believe she was a
mediocre shadow. Blue was from Kirby [11] and RnR Cherry
a silver chocolate. Tami said she didn’t remember if Cherry’s
belly was pale or not, but if she looked like her father, Chumley,
also described as silvered-chocolate, I suspect it was diluted
and subtle.

:: What Is Next? ::
If the mottled allele in rats works similar to mottled allele in
mice, than what we have is a mutation that is very variable in

Results of Breeding Shadow/Tortishell to
Non-agouti, Agouti and OtherShadow/Tortishell Rats.
Mock
Agouti
a mo /-

Tortishell
a m o/ -

Non-agouti
(black,blue)
a/a

Shadow
a m o/ -

Agouti
(agouti,cinn)
A/-

Unknown:
sps, pew
bicolour

a mo/- x a/a
#1
#2
#3

a mo/- x a/a

1M, 0F

2M, 1F
1M, 1F

1M, 0F (1)

1M, 1F (2)

TOTALS

1M, 0F
3M, 0F

0M, 1F
2M/1F

1M, 2F

4M, 0F (4)
6M,1F(7)

3M, 3F (6)

2M, 0F

1M, 0F

2M, 0F (2)
2M,0F(2)

1M, 0F (1)

2M, 1F

1M, 0F

2M, 2F (4)
(4)

(6)

a mo/- x A/#4

a mo/- x A/TOTALS

(1)

3M, 1F

1M, 1F

3M, 1F (4)

1M, 1F (2)
(6)

a mo /- x a mo /#5
#6
#7
#8

a mo /- x a mo /TOTALS
#1.
#2.
#3.
#4.
#5.
#6.
#7.
#8.

1M, 0F

5M, 2F
1M, 1F
1M, 1F

1M, 0F (1)

7M, 4F (11)

1M, 3F
0M, 2F

2M, 1F (3)
10M,5F(15)

Rattie in the Straw x Mazel Tov (Torti/mock-agouti x non-agouti)
Blimey x Mazel Tov (Torti x non-agouti)
Stone the Crows x She Laughing Desperately (Shadow x non-agouti)
Tristan x Martine (Chinchilla agouti x Shadow)
Martinson x Martine (Shadow x Shadow)
Rattie in the Straw x Oh My Golly (torti/mock-agouti x torti)
Blue Grass x Blue Danube (shadow x shadow)
I’m Amazed x Oi! (Torti x Torti)

1M, 0F (1)
(1)

1M,5F (6)
(6)

Only Rats bred in my rattery are listed here because I did not have
complete statistics on Tami George’s litters. I did not include litters
where I hypothesized the genotype of a parent but could not confirm
it (such as those sired by Vladimir who was a black bicolour, but I
suspect spotting masked shadow on him). Pink-eyed-white, siamese,
bicolours with a lot of white, etc are listed as “unknown” because
their albanism or spotting could be masking the shadow trait.
Bicolours with narrow belly markings usually can be identified as
shadows and in this case, they are listed under shadow or non-shadow.
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appearance. Lines can be selected to
tend toward shadow or to tend toward
tortishell; and these traits can be
improved on and bred to be more
vibrant and striking. However, there
will always be a chance for the odd
tortishell to appear in a shadow line
and vice versa. I worked with A-linked
tortishell in mice for a long time, and
was able to select for some lovely mice
that did well in RMCA shows, but it
was still an adventure! I suspect our
rats will be the same; this could be a
challenging variety for fanciers to
breed, but will require patience and
flexibility to work with.
Both shadows and tortishells are best
bred in dark, non-agouti colours.
Blacks, Russian blues and midnight
blues are all striking. I have yet to see
the chocolates, nor have I seen minks, but I suspect these
will carry the trait nicely as well. Lighter colours (Silvers,
doves, lilacs, platinums etc.) are too pale to show the shadow
trait well. However, I have seen tortishell on Russian-midnights, and dark eyed silvers and while subtle, the trait was
clearly visible and attractive. In the blacks and chocolates,
Tami describes the tortishell patches as orangey. In the Russian-midnights and silvers, the patches are a vibrant cream
because the Russian blue gene dilutes them.
When white spotting appears on tortishell rats, it is
recommended that they are called ‘Tortishell and White’ (For
Short: Torti-and-White or TSW) as is common in other small
animal fancies such as Cavies.

:: CONCLUSION ::
The rat fancy has several new traits based on two new
mutations.
One mutation is likely the sand mutation, symbol: sd,
originally described by Macy and Stanley. It is a simple
recessive that turns black pigment a dark grey colour,
between black and Russian blue in intensity. It does not
affect eye colour or yellow pigment. Midnight Blue is the
nonagouti form of sand (a/a sd/sd). It can be combined with
other mutations to create colours new the fancy such as
Russian-midnights, dark eyed silvers, and caramels.
The second mutation appears to be mottled agouti, symbol
amo. It is dominant to non-agouti and recessive to agouti. It
is highly variable in expression producing effects such the
silver-bellied Shadow, Tortishells and mock-agoutis. If
mottled agouti is correct, the agouti locus looks like this:

AwAamo-

White Bellied Agouti (most dominant)
Agouti (dominant)
mottled agouti (recessive to Aw and A,
dominant to a)

a-

nonagouti (recessive)

:: FOOTNOTES ::
1. Originally I was hoping to create a silver martin as is bred in
rabbits, but because the trait couldn’t be bred to that standard
and was genetically different, I selected the new name, Shadow.
2. Macy and Stanley. Journal of Heredity (vol 64, page 98, 1973)
3. I Remember California is a blue tailless rat who carries mink,
chocolate & siamese, bred by a rattery in California, not registered
with RMFE/IRR, with the name Viking Rat and Mouse Nest.
4. Information on Solaris, including photographs can be found online
at: www.skyclyde.com/SolarisLine.html
5. Robinson, Roy. The Genetics of the Norway Rat. Pergamon
Press (1967). pages 31 - 33.
6. Gangi, Alicia. Calico Mice. The Rat and Mouse Fancy Report,
Vol 1 Issue 1. RMFE 2000. pages 33-35.
7. Letters, Q 7 A: Calicos Down Under. The Rat and Mouse Fancy
Report, Vol 1 Issue 1. RMFE 2000. Pages 4-5
8. Eppig JT,. Blake, JA, Burkhart DL, Goldsmith CW, Lutz CM,
Smith CL. 2002. Corralling conditional mutations: a unified
resource for mouse phenotypes. Genesis 32:63-65.
9. Blake JA, Richardson JE, Bult CJ, Kadin JA, Eppig JT, and the
members of the Mouse Genome Database Group. 2003. MGD:
The Mouse Genome Database. Nucleic Acids Res 31: 193-195.
10. Silvers, Willys K.. The Coat Colors of Mice: A Model for
Mammalian Gene Action and Interaction. Springer Verlag, 1979.
11. Kirby was a Russian blue bred by a fancier in Massachusetts
using the Rattery name Birchhill Rats (not RMFE/IRR registered).

21.
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